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Abstract
This research details electronic and magneto-transport in unsorted and chirality-enriched
carbon nanotube (CNT) films. By measuring electrical conductivity from 4 K to 297 K we
were able to assign the governing mechanism of electronic transport. Fluctuation-Induced
Tunnelling was in accordance with the obtained data and very well matched the underlying
physics. We demonstrated how a change in the type of CNT to make the film affects its
electrical performance. As the temperature was decreased down to cryogenic conditions, up
to 56 fold increase in resistance was noted. Moreover, measurement of magnetoresistance
(MR) revealed non-monotonic dependence on the applied magnetic field. Initial negative
component of MR was eventually overpowered by the positive MR component as the field
strength was increased beyond a certain threshold.
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Introduction
Nanocarbon materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene have made a
significant impact on a large number of facets of science and technology. Due to their
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remarkable electrical 1-3, thermal 3-5, mechanical 6-8, optical 9-11 and other properties they have
been regarded as a viable solution, which can help avoid the limitations of the commonly
used materials. Ever since the unprecedented levels of performance have been observed at the
nanoscale, the community has put efforts in making macroscale devices from nanocarbon,
which would attain similar characteristics. One of the key issues to be addressed to achieve
this goal is the problem of largely indiscriminate character of the synthesis. Most methods of
CNT manufacture produce mixtures of CNTs of various chiralities 12, which has a deleterious
effect on the overall performance of their macroscopic assembly. For instance, chiral angle
plays a major role in the electrical character of a given CNT. Depending on the way the
conceptual graphene sheet is rolled-up to form a CNT, it can either be semiconducting or
metallic. For some applications such as transistors, the presence of metallic CNTs is highly
unwanted because they make a short circuit, which deteriorates the performance of the device
by significantly decreasing the on/off ratio 13. On the other hand, CNTs have been envisioned
as next generation conductors, which can enhance the technology of copper
outperform it

15

19-21

or even

. In such case the higher the content of metallic CNTs (with their notable

electrical conductivity) the better. It is clear that preferential synthesis
sorting

14

16-18

or post-synthetic

of CNTs should be more widely used not only for reaching a certain level of

performance, but, most importantly, for the research to be more precise about the underlying
mechanisms under investigation.
In this paper, we demonstrated how a change in the employed CNT type to make a CNT film
affects their electronic- and magneto-transport over a wide temperature range (4-297 K).
Measurements under cryogenic conditions enabled us to probe the mechanism of electrical
conductivity in unsorted and chirality-defined CNT macroscopic materials. Furthermore, a
study of magnetoresistance (MR) at low temperature enabled us to validate the mode of
electronic transport in these materials.
2

1. Experimental
Four types of CNTs were used: technical grade Nanocyl NC7000 (NC), CNT carpet produced
in house (CPT), (6,5) and (7,6) enriched CoMoCAT SWCNTs procured from SouthWest
NanoTechnologies (USA). The first two are composed of multi-wall CNTs (MWCNTs),
whereas chirality defined material is based on single-wall CNTs (SWCNTs). Synthesis of
CPT was carried out according to a previously published method

22,23

. Toluene (carbon

source) and ferrocene (catalyst, 5.5 wt% solution in toluene) mixture was continuously
injected (4 mL/h) into a horizontal furnace equipped with a quartz tube. The reaction was run
at 760oC under argon (1.8 Lnormal/min) over the course of 5 hours. After the reaction the
product was scraped off quartz reaction tube.

Fig. 1 (a) manufacture of free-standing CNT films, (b) SEM micrograph of CNT film crosssection, (c) equivalent circuit for CNT film
The CNT films were made by a method, which we recently reported

24

. A particular type of

CNTs was dispersed in acetone/toluene mixture by ultrasonication by using ethyl cellulose
(EC) as stabilizing agent (Fig. 1a). CNT based paint was then deposited onto a Kapton sheet,
on which it formed a CNT-EC film. Due to low adhesion of the film to the substrate it could
be easily detached from its surface. Finally, EC was removed by flash annealing by igniting
the film with a lighter 25. CNT films (4 aforementioned types) free of polymer were then used
for the study.
3

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM, Tecnai F20) was used to probe the microstructure
of the material.
Raman spectroscopy (inVia Renishaw Raman microscope, λ = 633 nm) acquired in the range
of 1180 to 1780 cm−1 gave information regarding the sample purity (intensity of defectinduced band D was divided by the intensity of the mode of graphitic vibrations G). All
spectra were normalized to the intensity of G peak. G modes of (6,5) and (7,6) CNTs split
into G- and G+ components, as expected for highly-semiconducting CNTs. In their case,
spectra were normalized to G+ mode and ID/IG+ ratio was calculated. For each sample, 10
spectra were collected from different locations and averaged to reach statistical significance.
CNT films were placed in a sample holder with four contacts, allowing for precise electrical
measurements. The sample holder was equipped with a semiconductor thermometer to
measure its temperature and a heating element to heat the sample.
The sample holder with the investigated CNT film was placed in a helium bath cryostat. The
cryostat chamber was evacuated and purged with helium several times in order to keep the
sample in contamination-free atmosphere during cooling down. After purging the chamber,
samples in the cryostat were cooled down to liquid helium temperature (4.2 K).
The samples were biased with current and the voltage drop was measured, allowing for
resistance calculation. After the sample temperature stabilised, the magnetic field was swept
from -8.5 T to 8.5 T while the sample resistance was measured. Such measurement of
magnetoresistance was carried out at 4.2 K (all samples) and at 50 K (additionally NC). After
the magnetoresistance measurements the sample was heated up to room temperature in order
to acquire the temperature resistance dependence. Furthermore, I–V curves for the samples
were measured at room temperature.
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2. Results
2.1.Electronic transport
Electrical properties of individual CNTs are highly dependent on the chiral angle. To
investigate how that effect works on the macroscopic scale, CNT films of various CNT types
(unsorted and chirality enriched) and purity were manufactured (characterization by TEM
and Raman spectroscopy is given in Fig. S1-2). We measured I–V curves at room
temperature to obtain their resistance (Fig. 2a), which was on the order of a few Ohms.
Variation can be explained by the presence of different CNT types each of which has its own
certain ability to transport charge. The CNTs are also of different length, diameter, porosity,
alignment and purity what significantly affects junction resistance, which is often
predominant in macroscopic objects made of CNTs 26.

Fig. 2 (a) I–V curves, (b) the influence of temperature on electrical resistance
5

That is why, in this context it is often more appropriate to quantify CNT electrical behavior
using normalized resistance (divided by room temperature measured at 293K), which we will
use from this point unless indicated otherwise.
All of the samples showed decrease of resistance with temperature (dR/dT < 0) up to 293K,
what is indicative of predominantly semiconducting character (Fig. 2b). In none of them the
upturn point leading to metallic character regime could be discerned (commonly observed in
for instance directly-spun CNT fibers or films 27). As the temperature is decreased to 4.2K the
increase in resistance becomes significant. Unsorted NC and CPT reach only 1.9 R0 and 3.2
R0, respectively. Because they have not been subjected to any sorting, but used as-is, the
films comprise plenty of metallic CNTs. Resistance of metallic CNTs increases with
temperature (dR/dT > 0), so the low temperature increase of R4.2K for these two CNT types is
much less notable as the semiconducting and metallic influence cancel each other out to some
extent. However, each time semiconducting character prevails. In the case of predominantly
(7,6) and, even more, (6,5) the increase in resistance is much larger: 7.8 R0 and 57 R0,
respectively. This is not surprising given the fact that both of these types of CNTs are
semiconducting. More significant increase in resistance in the case of (6,5) as compared with
(7,6) can be explained by a 10% larger level of enrichment with a particular chirality (as
specified by the manufacturer). Even small presence of impurities (such as unwanted CNT
type) strongly affects electrical properties – semiconducting performance in particular 28.
Conductivity data was found to fit well with Fluctuation-Induced Tunnelling (FIT) model
proposed by Sheng 29 corrected for intrinsic metallic contribution 27:
𝑇

1
𝑅(𝑇) = 𝑅𝐹𝐼𝑇 exp(𝑇 +𝑇
) + 𝐵𝑇

(1)

2

𝑇1 =

8𝜀0 ℏA𝑉02 /(𝑒 2 𝑘𝐵 𝑤)

3
2

1

and 𝑇2 = 16𝜀0 ℏA𝑉0 /(𝜋𝑒 2 𝑘𝐵 (2𝑚𝑒 )2 𝑤 2 ) wherein A (tunnel junction

area), w (its width), V0 (height of contact potential) 30 and RFIT, B are fitting parameters 27.
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In disordered anisotropic materials such as these CNT films, there are long conducting
pathways made from individual CNTs of large aspect ratio separated by small insulating
barriers, which gives rise to junction resistance. Thermal motion of electrons can tunnel them
through these barriers. As described by Terrones et al., transport through such CNT
macroassemblies can be considered as dominated by the CNT-CNT capacitance and
resistance combined with interbundle resistance component

31

. Equivalent circuit is given in

Fig. 1c. Moreover, suitability of the FIT model is also validated by the fact that the slope of
resistance approaches zero and tends to saturate at a finite value

27,32

. There are also other

reports, which prove its appropriateness for CNT films or fibers 30,33.
It is important to note that fitting Variable Range Hopping (VRH) models failed for all
dimensionalities. The results are presented in the Supplementary information file (Fig. S3S6).
𝑇

𝑅(𝑇) = 𝑅0 exp( 𝑇𝑀 )1/(𝑑+1)

(2)

R0 (room temperature resistance), M (Mott temperature), d (dimensionality, d=1–3 for 1D–
3D VRH).
2.2.Magneto-transport
Measurement of magnetoresistance (MR) from -8.5 T to 8.5 T at 4.2K enabled us to note
only negative MR component for unsorted CNT films (Fig. 3a,b), but chirality-enriched CNT
films of strongly semiconducting character revealed also the positive MR component (Fig.
3c,d). Furthermore, decrease in normalized resistance reaches about 10% (unsorted CNT
films), while the same effect is much less pronounced for more homogeneous (6,5) and (7,6)
CNT films, for which a decrease of 3% was evident up to the upturn point. Non-monotonic
relation between MR and T was observed for CNT macroscopic assemblies before
However, most of the time electronic transport modelling was though to follow VRH.
7

30,33-35

.

Fig. 3 Magnetoresistance in CNT films based on (a) NC, (b) CPT, (c) (6,5) and (d) (7,6)
CNTs.
The theoretical model of MR for FIT mechanism (particularly for CNTs) is not well
established

30,36,37

. In a MR study of fine graphite powders, wherein electronic transport was

also described by FIT, the origin of negative MR component was ascribed to an interplay of
the effects of level crossing and shifting

38

. What regards the positive MR component,

shrinkage of electron wave functions was given as a possible underlying reason for this effect
30,38

. We were able to model the dependence of MR on the applied magnetic field B for all the

CNT films by using the following relation valid for weak magnetic fields (Fig. S7)39 :
ln(

𝑅(𝑇)
𝑅0

) = 𝐴0 − 𝐴1 √𝐵 + A2 𝐵 2

(3)

2

A0, A1/2 – coefficients of negative MR component, A2 – coefficient of positive MR
component
8

It has been reported that fullerenes (KxC70

40,41

, K3C60

42

) and SWCNTs39 can show

predominantly negative MR at low H (𝐵 ∝ 𝐻 2 ) and upturn to positive MR at high H (𝐵 ∝
𝐻1/2 ). However, to the best of our knowledge, this behaviour has not been shown before to
be valid for CNTs conducting by fluctuation-induced tunnelling, which is the case here.
Moreover, while working on CNT films, Baumgartner et al. reported that their negative MR
component decreased with temperature because the surface of phase coherent loops of
equivalent paths was reduced as more backflow was induced by thermal energy

33

. Our

results also showed that increase in temperature from 4.2 K to 50 K decreased the negative
MR component by more than 50% (Fig. 4). MR data seems to support FIT transport in these
CNT films.

Fig. 4 The influence of temperature on magnetoresistance
3. Conclusions
We presented the results of investigation electronic- and magneto-transport in unsorted and
chirality-enriched CNT films produced in house. The results showed that, contrary to many
other reports, the electrical conductivity in 4 – 300K range does not follow the mechanism of
Variable Range Hopping regardless of its dimensionality. Instead, Fluctuation-Induced
Tunnelling was able to model the observed behaviour. The data from magnetoresistance
study under cryogenic conditions was in accordance with the proposed mode of transport. We
showed that the same mechanism of charge transport was valid for all the CNT film types
9

regardless of their purity or dominant chirality, but the materials showed obvious differences
in the magnitude of negative and positive components of magnetoresistance. In the case of
unsorted CNT films, the upturn point from negative to positive MR could not be discerned in
the selected magnetic field window. More research is needed to pinpoint the theory how
exactly these materials conduct depending on the type of CNTs employed. Greater insight on
this front would enable design and manufacture of CNT electronic devices better tailored for
specific applications.
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